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Economic inequality is one of the biggest challenges facing society today. Inequality has been recently exacerbated by growth in high- and low-wage occupations at the expense of middle-wage occupations, leading to a “hollowing” of the middle class. Yet, our understanding of how workplace skills drive this process is limited. Specifically, how do skill requirements distinguish high- and low-wage occupations, and does this distinction constrain the mobility of individuals and urban labor markets? Using unsupervised clustering techniques from network science, we show that skills exhibit a striking polarization into two clusters that highlight the specific social-cognitive skills and sensory-physical skills of high- and low-wage occupations, respectively. The connections between skills explain various dynamics: how workers transition between occupations, how cities acquire comparative advantage in new skills, and how individual occupations change their skill requirements. We also show that the polarized skill topology constrains the career mobility of individual workers, with low-skill workers “stuck” relying on the low-wage skill set. Together, these results provide a new explanation for the persistence of occupational polarization and inform strategies to mitigate the negative effects of automation and offshoring of employment. In addition to our analysis, we provide an online tool for the public and policy makers to explore the skill network: skillscape.mit.edu.

INTRODUCTION

Economic inequality is on the rise, making it one of the central challenges facing U.S. policy makers today (1). For example, absolute income mobility—the fraction of children who earn more than their parents—has fallen markedly in the United States, from 90% for children born in 1940 to 50% for children born in 1980 (2). Some declared that the diminishing opportunity for prosperity and success marks the fading of the “American dream” (3, 4), an ideal that is intimately associated with the U.S. national identity and ethos.

In contemporary political debate, one of the main culprits behind economic inequality has been the lack of “good jobs.” Both nationally and in a majority of U.S. metropolitan areas (5), economists have identified occupational polarization: an increasing proportion of high- and low-wage employment, accompanied by a relative decrease in employment share in middle-wage occupations (6–8). The result is a “hollowing” of the middle class. Mechanisms driving this trend include the offshoring of work (9), something that has triggered recent shifts in international trade policy. Another mechanism is the automation of routine work, something that has sparked major concerns about the impact of automation on the future of work (10–12).

However, while mechanisms like offshoring and automation ultimately affect people’s jobs, they do not typically operate at the level of occupations. Rather, they alter the demand for specific workplace skills, tasks, knowledge, and abilities (hereafter referred to as “skills”). If individual workers—or even entire cities—are unable to appropriately adapt their own skills, then their ability to compete in the national and global labor market may be diminished.

Despite the important role of skills in occupational polarization, existing studies have explained the hollowing of the middle class in terms of annual wages (13) and broad, subjectively defined occupational categories, such as “cognitive” versus “physical” or “routine” versus “non-routine” (6). For example, suppose we use wage as a proxy for skill—that is, high-wage occupations are considered high-skilled occupations, etc. Then, if we find that growth in employment in middle-wage occupations is slower than that in low- and high-wage occupations, we may conclude that the demand for high and low skills is driving economic inequality. But this coarse-grained distinction may miss important relationships between skills that affect how workers adapt. This motivates the first set of questions we wish to explore in this study:

Q1. Can we recover occupational polarization, at the finer-grained level of underlying skills, using an objective (unsupervised) data-driven clustering? How many distinct clusters, if any, does this skill structure contain? And does the skill structure exhibit smooth or abrupt transition between skill clusters?

To answer these questions, we apply data-driven methods to map skill complementarity as a network. We then use techniques from network science to identify distinct clusters of skills. Since we use an unsupervised methodology, we demonstrate the usefulness of the resulting skill network by relating its structure to important real-world labor dynamics. Workers leverage skill complementarity between their existing skills to make career changes (14). Similarly, cities leverage complementarity between industries to optimize productivity and increase their competitiveness in a global economy (15–18). We find that the structure of skill complementarity explains many stylized observations about occupational polarization and the hollowing of the middle class.

Having mapped the structure of skills and identified aggregate structure, the next obvious question to ask is, “Does the granular structure matter?” Studies have identified the aggregate effects of skill complementarity on labor dynamics, such as the redefinition of skills comprising each occupation (12). We unpack the role of skill complementarity in labor dynamics by exploring the following additional questions:

Q2. Can the skill topology predict changes in the latent skills of different urban labor markets (cities)? That is, given the skills used effectively in a given city at time $t$, can the network structure help us predict which new skills will become competitive in that city at time $t + 1$?

Q3. Can the skill topology help us predict changes in the skill requirements of a given job—that is, how the job’s requirements change over time?
Q4. Can the skill topology help us predict changes in the skills of individual workers as they transition from one job to another?
Having shown that skill polarization exists and affects some key dynamics, we ask:
Q5. Is the mobility of individual workers between skill sets (as they change jobs) consistent with the polarized structure of skills?
Our analysis suggests that the answer is “yes.” We provide three types of evidence: (i) Workers tend to transition between occupations relying on the same skill set; (ii) workers are unable to switch away from occupations relying equally on cognitive and physical labor; and (iii) this constraining effect is reflected in the national employment statistics.
In the next section, we describe our methodology in detail. We then present our analysis and discuss its implications and potential weaknesses before concluding the paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The O*NET program by the U.S. Department of Labor annually produces the publicly available O*NET database detailing the importance of 161 workplace skills, knowledge, and abilities for the completion of each of the 672 occupations recognized under the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) System. The O*NET database is updated regularly, allowing for annual snapshots of the relationships between occupations and skills through continual survey of workers from each occupation. We used annual O*NET data from the years 2010 through 2015. We denoted the importance of skill \( s \) to occupation \( j \) using \( \text{onet}(j, s) \in [0, 1] \), where \( \text{onet}(j, s) = 1 \) indicates that \( s \) is essential to \( j \), while \( \text{onet}(j, s) = 0 \) indicates that workers of occupation \( j \) need not possess or perform \( s \).

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) annually produces publicly available data detailing the distribution of SOC occupations in each U.S. metropolitan statistical area (MSA). MSAs represent an entire urban system, including areas with large proportions of commuters employed in the city proper. We interchangeably used the terms “MSA” and “city.” Along with the numbers of workers of each occupation, the BLS provides additional details about the annual salary of each occupation in each city.

The U.S. Census Bureau and the BLS produce a monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) through a continuous survey process that produces representative samples of the U.S. population. Providing high-resolution labor statistics is one of the primary goals of CPS; in particular, CPS records changes in occupations of survey participants over the 1.5-year period for which that participant is an active contributor to the survey. For our purpose, we are interested only in participants who reported one occupation when they were first surveyed in 2014 and reported working a different occupation when they were surveyed 1 year later in 2015. There are several methods for joining different time periods of the CPS data (19), so we used a strict merging criteria, including participant ID, gender, sex, state of residency, and age to verify the validity of our occupational transitions. The result was a data set of 5400 occupational transitions for individual U.S. workers from 2014 to 2015.

RESULTS
Mapping skill complementarity
Typically, occupations are the units of interest in labor dynamics. However, in other situations, occupations are broken down even further because the labor requirements that define an occupation are reflected in the skills possessed by workers of that occupation (see Fig. 1A). These skill requirements represent key features that uniquely identify occupations, and so, we seek a data-driven methodology that maximizes the information about each occupation while minimizing the potential bias that can accompany investigations through ad hoc skill aggregations. However, raw O*NET data do not control for ubiquitous skills, such as “Identifying Objects” and “Communicating with Supervisors and Peers” (see fig. S1). Therefore, we focus on skills that are overexpressed in an occupation by calculating the revealed comparative advantage (RCA) (20–22) of each skill in an occupation according to

\[
\text{rca}(j, s) = \frac{\text{onet}(j, s) \sum_{s' \in S} \text{onet}(j, s')}{\sum_{j'\in J} \text{onet}(j', s) \sum_{s' \in S} \text{onet}(j', s')} \tag{1}
\]

RCA (also known as “location quotient”) has been used in a variety of applications, including identifying the key industries in cities (23–25), key exports of nations (20, 26), and key features in the labor distributions of industries (27). Similarly, occupations are distinguishable from each other according to their “effective use” of skills; we denote effective use of skills using \( e(j, s) = 1 \) if \( \text{rca}(j, s) > 1 \), and \( e(j, s) = 0 \) otherwise. Here, RCA normalization compares the relative importance of a skill to an occupation (that is, the numerator in Eq. 1) to the expected relative importance of a skill on aggregate (that is, the denominator); \( \text{rca}(j, s) > 1 \) indicates that occupation \( j \) relies on skill \( s \) more than expected on aggregate. Skill complementarity (denoted \( \theta \)) (14, 17) is then the minimum of the conditional probabilities of a pair of skills being effectively used by the same occupation

\[
\theta(s, s') = \frac{\sum_{j \in J} e(j, s) \cdot e(j, s')}{\max \left( \sum_{j \in J} e(j, s), \sum_{j \in J} e(j, s') \right)} \tag{2}
\]

The distribution of complementarity values is provided in Fig. 1B. This methodology identifies skill pairs that co-occur across occupations and represent key occupational features. Co-occurrence captures how a pair of skills supports each other, either by boosting the productivity of a worker who possesses both skills or by the ease of simultaneously acquiring both skills. Our definition of complementarity is agnostic to the exact source of the complementarity. We call the resulting network of skill complementarity the “Skillscape” (see Fig. 1C and also section S1 for visualizations of this methodology and a visualization of the Skillscape as a skill-to-skill complementarity matrix).

Ideally, the aggregate structure in the skill network should correspond to meaningful labor dynamics. For example, node communities in the skill network represent clusters of complementary skills that define important types of labor. To this end, we identify skill types using the Louvain community detection (28). This method greedily identifies node communities by comparing the density of connections within a community to the density of connections between communities. This method requires no assumptions about the number of communities to be found. This community detection method has been widely used in a variety of fields, including neuroscience (29, 30), transportation research (31), social science (32), business/management research (33), climatology (34), and cybersecurity (35).
Identifying skill polarization from the bottom-up
Existing studies have explained the hollowing of the middle class in terms of annual wages (13) and broad, subjectively defined occupational categories, such as cognitive versus physical or routine versus nonroutine (6). For example, it has been shown that some decades are marked by a relative increase in the share of employment in high- and low-wage jobs at the expense of workers in middle-wage jobs. While these results identify the outcome of labor polarization, they do not relate this polarization to the underlying topology of skills. The limitations discussed above have led researchers to call for new high-resolution models that more accurately account for raw workplace tasks and skills (8).

On aggregate, our cluster analysis reveals that the skill network is highly polarized into a sociocognitive cluster of skills and a sensory-physical cluster (see Fig. 1C). This polarization is not an artifact of the methods we used (see Fig. 1B) and is significantly different from comparisons to a null model (see section S4). This divide between traditionally “technical” and “nontechnical” skills largely supports previous findings characterizing the U.S. occupational polarization. For example, let SocioCog denote the set of sociocognitive skills according to the community detection algorithm (see Fig. 2A). We measure the cognitive skill fraction of job $j$ according to

$$\text{cognitive}_j = \frac{\sum_{s \in \text{SocioCog}} \text{onet}(j, s)}{\sum_{s \in S} \text{onet}(j, s)}$$

Jobs with higher cognitive tend to yield higher annual wages (see Fig. 2B; Pearson correlation $r = 0.42, P < 10^{-26}$). This result demonstrates the direct link between the skill polarization we have identified and the occupational polarization, which is characterized by growing employment share for high- and low-wage occupations (13).

Comparison with top-down categorization
One might wonder whether our approach to skill polarization captures factors beyond those well known in the literature. Previous work has leveraged ad hoc distinctions between occupations based on their reliance on routine versus nonroutine skills to study occupational polarization (8, 36). Does our approach to skill polarization add further predictive power?

In agreement with the existing work, our investigation of skills should incorporate known worker-related variables, such as education. Education level is a key factor in determining wages (13, 37) as educational institutions act as a social “sorting machine” (37) when students begin their careers. The skill polarization we observe respects the educational requirements of occupations. If we correlate onet($j, s$) and the average degree requirement for each occupation, we find that skills in the sociocognitive cluster indicate higher education requirements across occupations. Conversely, occupations with more lenient degree requirements tend to rely on sensory-physical skills (see Fig. 2D).

Although the aggregate polarization of skills captures known features that determine worker wages, it remains to show the added predictive power gained from the granularity of our model. In particular,
do the existing ad hoc distinction between routine versus nonroutine skills, and the level of education, completely explain the differences in wages? Or does the polarized structure of the skill network we have identified play an independent role? We investigate this question by comparing different regression models in Fig. 3.

In model 1, we consider the relative importance of routine labor by combining the O*NET data with the routine O*NET variables defined in (38) [that is, \( \sum_{onet(j,s)} onet(j,s) \)], where \( R \) are routine O*NET variables, \( R^2 = 0.12 \). Model 2 demonstrates the superior performance of cognitive, \( R^2 = 0.15 \). In addition, we consider the total skill content required by each occupation [that is, \( \sum_{onet(j,s)} onet(j,s) \) in model 3 (\( R^2 = 0.30 \)). Models 4 to 6 demonstrate that total skill content and cognitive skill fraction outperform models using the variable for routine labor (model 6 has \( R^2 = 0.46 \)) and that total skill content is largely orthogonal to reliance on cognitive skills. In model 5, we consider variables for each occupation’s total employment whose highest educational attainment was high school diploma, a bachelor’s degree, etc. Modeling with these educational variables alone performs worse than using cognitive, \( R^2 = 0.12 \). Finally, model 8 demonstrates the improved performance from including the variable for routine labor and total skill content (\( R^2 = 0.42 \)), but maximum performance is achieved when including cognitive, as well (model 9 has \( R^2 = 0.49 \)). We provide out-of-sample testing to demonstrate the robustness of our models’ performance; we find that the inclusion of skill-related variables in models 8 and 9 reduces the variance in model performance. In addition, the SE and statistical significance of coefficient estimates are reported in the regression table.

In summary, we find that cognitive skill fraction (cognitive) explains the annual wages of occupations better than models using routine labor or educational variables alone. Additional regression analyses detailing occupation wages and the median household income of cities are provided in section S6.

Skills of urban workforces

We combine the O*NET database with employment distributions in U.S. cities according to the BLS to approximate the importance of each workplace skill to each urban workforce. Denoting the number of workers in city \( c \) with occupation \( j \) using \( \text{bls}(c,j) \), we combine the two data sets according to

\[
\text{CS}(c,s) = \sum_{j \in J} \text{bls}(c,j) \cdot \text{onet}(j,s)
\]

where \( \text{CS}(c,s) \) denotes city \( c \)’s reliance on workplace skill \( s \) (see section S5). As with the raw O*NET data, certain jobs and certain skills are ubiquitous across many cities. We again apply RCA on \( \text{CS}(c,s) \) to calculate \( \text{rca}(c,s) \) (as in Eq. 1) and identify which skills are effectively used in each city. Similar to occupations, \( \text{rca}(c,s) > 1 \) indicates the effective use of \( s \) in \( c \). Additional explanatory visualizations are shown in section S5.
By considering onet($c, s$) in place of onet($j, s$) in Eq. 3, we can compute the same cognitive skill fraction (denoted cognitive $c$) for entire cities. Analogously, Fig. 2C shows that cities with higher median house-
hold incomes ($r = 0.25$, $P < 10^{-4}$) also tend to rely on sociocognitive skills. We also find a significant correlation between city size and the degree to which the city's local labor market relies on sociocognitive skills: Larger cities are more sociocognitive (see inset in Fig. 2C). Together, these results suggest that inequality between cities may be driven by processes that operate at the level of skill supply and the ability of cities to effectively exploit skill complementary within the sociocognitive niche.

**Skillscape proximity and skill acquisition**

Does skill complementarity (that is, $\theta$) correspond to “nearby” skills in practice? We capture this using a measure for the network “proximity” between each pair of skills based on the network topology and an empirical measure for skill acquisition. Let $E^t_t(j)$ represent the set of skills that job $j$ effectively uses at time $t$ according to some threshold $\lambda \geq 0$, that is

$$E^t_t(j) = \{ s \in S | rca_t(j, s) > \lambda \}$$

We say that a skill is “acquired” if it was not effectively used at time $t_1$ and becomes effectively used at $t_2$. Specifically, we denote the set of occupation $j$'s acquired skills using

$$\text{Acquired}^{t_1 \rightarrow t_2}_j = \{ s \in S | s \notin E^t_1(j), s \in E^t_2(j) \}$$

According to this definition, two different thresholds, $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, are selected for time steps $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively. This allows us to vary the magnitude of skill change we are interested in; that is, $\lambda_2 - \lambda_1$ determines the severity of the skill change in order for a skill to be acquired for $\lambda_2 > \lambda_1$. Notice that if $\lambda_1 > \lambda_2$, then this would be skill loss instead of acquisition. For the analysis in the main text, we consider discrete choices of $\lambda$.
acquired for each choice of scores (for example, in O**NET**).

For a measure to be predictive of skill acquisition, skills with high scores (for example, in O**NET**) should have higher probability of being acquired for each choice of λ1 and λ2. For example, if we consider the raw O**NET** values [that is, onet(j, s)] as a proxy for skill acquisition, then skills that are not effectively used by an occupation [that is, s \( \notin E_t^{\text{NET}}(j) \)] but have a high score [that is, onet(j, s) → 1] should have higher probability of being acquired. We capture this by ordering pairs of occupations and skills by their O**NET** value such that the skill is not effectively used by that occupation [that is, s \( \notin E_t^{\text{NET}}(j) \)] and binning these pairs into 30 quantiles according to associated O**NET** value [that is, onet(j, s)]. For each pair, we calculate the probability that the skill is acquired in \( t_2 \) (that is, s \( \in \text{Acquired}_{t_1,t_2} \)) across all choices of \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \). This produces several points for each quantile; we use the average and the 95% confidence interval for each quantile to simplify the data for visualization. This method is similar to previous studies using network topology to predict the regional acquisition of new industries (17). In the main text, we consider a LOWESS interpolation through the averages of each quantile. In addition to the raw O**NET** as a proxy for skill acquisition, we also consider RCA values and a measure of network skill proximity (described below). In addition to the interpolated plots of the main text, we provide bar plots with the associated error bars in fig. S27.

For noneffectively used skills [that is, s \( \notin E_t^{\text{NET}}(j) \)], we say that a skill is nearby to occupation \( j \) if that skill has strong average complementarity with the effectively used skills of \( j \) (that is, \( E_t^{\text{NET}}(j) \)). We capture this by introducing a topological measure for proximity according to

\[
\text{proximity}(j, s) = \frac{\sum_{s' \in E_t^{\text{NET}}(j)} \theta(s, s')}{\sum_{s' \in S} \theta(s, s')} 
\]

This proximity measure only uses information at \( t_1 \) to evaluate the status of all skills. Note that analogous calculations can determine Skillscape proximity from urban workforces by considering \( \text{rca}(c, s) \) instead of \( \text{rca}(j, s) \), and similarly for individual workers. Figures S17 to S21 provide an alternative analysis using receiver operating characteristic curves.

**Dynamics: Skill polarization and transition between jobs**

Skill acquisition through explicit education can be costly and time-consuming, so more commonly, workers transition between occupations based on the similarity of their skill set and the skill requirements of each occupation (36). Ideally, the granular network topology of the Skillscape should capture this dynamic. In combination with the aggregate polarization of skills, we also expect that worker mobility between skill categories should be constrained. This hypothesis is not directly testable because we do not understand the precise mechanisms for worker adaptation, nor do we understand the mechanism’s interplay with other market equilibrium dynamics (8, 12).

However, the hypothesis reveals three labor trends that the skill network should relate to. First, the topological proximity of skills on the network should relate to skill-related trends, including the changing skill requirements of individual workers, the dynamic skill requirements of occupations, and the changes in the latent skill sets of urban labor markets. Second, if the connections between skills represent skill complementarity, then workers are more likely to transition to occupations relying on skills in the same skill cluster. Third, skill polarization represents a bottleneck in workers’ upward mobility toward high-wage occupations. This should lead to disproportionately high employment below a certain cognitive threshold, rather than a smooth distribution of employment across the range of cognitive values. In the remainder, we demonstrate how the Skillscape relates to these important features of the U.S. labor market.

We validate our first prediction in Fig. 4 using a topological measure for skill proximity [that is, proximity(j, s); see Fig. 4A for an example of Skillscape proximity]. A worker’s skill set can be approximated from the skill requirements of his or her occupation, and we suppose that skills that are nearby to these skill sets in terms of network topology are more attainable by that worker. Analogously, nearby skills to a city’s local labor market are more likely to be obtained by workers in that city. We empirically validate our proximity measure by comparison to the probability that a skill is acquired [that is, s \( \in \text{Acquired}_{t_1,t_2} \)] by a city (see Fig. 4B), an occupation (see Fig. 4C), or an individual worker (see Fig. 4D).

In each case, network proximity most strongly indicates newly acquired skills, thus demonstrating the highly granular relationship between the skill network topology and labor dynamics. We provide an alternative analysis in section S7, and bar plots including 95% confidence intervals in section S7.4.

For our second prediction, since occupational transitions represent local changes in workers’ skill requirements, the polarized network of skills should constrain mobility between low-wage sensory-physical occupations and high-wage sociocognitive occupations. We capture this explicitly by binning occupational transitions into quantiles (each representing 780 transitions) according to the cognitive skill fraction of the workers’ starting occupation (cognitive.) and examining the average cognitive change (that is, \( \Delta \text{cognitive} := \text{cognitive}_2 - \text{cognitive}_1 \); see Fig. 5A) and the average magnitude of cognitive change (Fig. 5B) for each bin. We consider workers selecting their new occupations at random as a null model for comparison (see section S7.1 for a discussion of alternative null models, including randomizing the selection of “cognitive skills”). Workers transitioning from sensory-physical occupations tend toward new occupations with higher sociocognitive skill fraction, but the magnitude of change is less than would be expected under random occupation selection (and vice versa for the other end of the spectrum). By contrast, workers transitioning from mid-quantile occupations, which represent starting occupations that effectively use cognitive and physical skills evenly, exhibit larger magnitudes of change in cognitive, compared to the null model. In conclusion, workers of occupations relying strongly on one skill community tend toward other occupations within the same skill community, thus validating the second prediction.

For our third prediction, note first that the definition of skill complementarity (14) indicates increasing returns to combining skills within each skill community. Therefore, skill communities may be explained by the easy acquisition of related skills or by production efficiencies offered by workers who have complementary skills. However, this also means that workers relying on sensory-physical skills will face difficulty acquiring sociocognitive occupations because they are unprepared to exploit large proportions of the sociocognitive skills. Until they have a sufficient proportion of sociocognitive skills, sensory-physical workers are bottlenecked by the polarized structure of skill complementarity. If true, then we expect disproportionately high employment in occupations under some threshold of cognitive.

Binning national employment according to cognitive, yields a trimodal distribution (see Fig. 5C; additional years and binning, as well as
city employment distributions, are provided in section S7.2). The upper and lower modes of the distribution correspond to workers who effectively exploit the skill complementarity within each of their respective skill communities. The presence of a third mode in the middle suggests that skill polarization constrains workers from obtaining attractive sociocognitive skills, thus demonstrating the third prediction and adding more evidence toward our hypothesis that the network of skill complementarity constrains labor mobility.

Finally, Fig. 5D quantifies the average complementarity score of each skill as an approximation for that skill’s network embeddedness. Considering our hypothesis and the strong relationship between skill proximity and skill acquisition, network embeddedness should correlate with increased labor mobility (individual skills are shown in fig. S6).

The Skillscape maps the structure of workplace skill complementarity and connects urban workforces and occupations to their constituent skills. While our analysis identifies the specific skill requirements of low- and high-skill occupations that characterize occupational polarization, our analysis does not reveal whether occupational polarization is a result of skill polarization, or vice versa. Many external factors, such as automation (10, 12) and offshoring, likely contribute to both effects. Nevertheless, the Skillscape comprehensively explains the polarization of high- and low-skill occupations as a separation between workers with sociocognitive and sensory-physical skills. This high-resolution framework for understanding workplace skill requirements provides policy makers with a new explanation for stymied career mobility while also providing a tool to workers and urban planners trying to traverse the space of workplace skills.

DISCUSSION

We can summarize the paper’s argument as follows: Occupational polarization has been studied using broad subjective occupation categories (that is, cognitive or physical and routine or nonroutine) that fail to capture the dynamics of workplace skills and decreased labor mobility between low- and high-wage occupations. Rather than subjective occupational categories determined entirely by annual wages, we propose a purely data-driven methodology to map the space of workplace skills based on skill complementarity. The resulting network of skills is polarized in a way that respects stylized facts about occupational polarization; in particular, skill communities distinguish between occupations of different annual wages, thus demonstrating the direct connection between skill polarization and the hollowing of the middle class [see Figs. 2 (A and B) and 3].

Beyond the aggregate structure of the skill network (that is, node communities), we demonstrate that the raw topology of the network corresponds to pathways along which labor dynamics can occur; specifically, we find that the network proximity between skills predicts (i) skill adaptation in cities, (ii) skill redefinition of occupations, and (iii) the changing skill requirements of individual workers as they transition between occupations (see Fig. 4). Finally, by combining our observations of skill polarization with the labor dynamics determined by the network topology, we hypothesize that worker mobility between physical and cognitive occupations will be constrained, and we provide three types of supporting evidence: (i) Workers tend to transition between occupations relying on the same skill set, (ii) workers are unable to switch away from occupations relying equally on cognitive and physical labor, and (iii) this constraining effect is reflected in the national employment statistics (see Fig. 5). Interesting
future work might use older sources for skills data, such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, in combination with our methodology to examine the larger temporal dynamics of skill polarization and their consequences on labor.

While our methods provide more texture to changing labor demands, they have some limitations. First, while the O*NET database facilitates the improved resolution of our model, the taxonomy of O*NET skills may not capture the real-time dynamics of skill categories. For example, consider that a job listing for a software developer in the 1990s may only require “programming” skill, while modern listings might require specific types of programming skill, including proficiency in Hadoop, Java, or Python as examples. The O*NET database may miss this change in skill specificity until the taxonomy of skill categories is explicitly updated. External data sources, such as LinkedIn, provide user-defined skills that may allow the future study of skill category dynamics—although these data suffer from being non-representative.

Second, our analysis provides evidence that cities, occupations, and individual workers leverage the complementarity between skills to navigate changing labor demands and to facilitate career mobility. While our methods provide a data-driven view of the structure underlying these dynamics, they do not account for general market equilibrium dynamics that accompany changing skill demands, and our results demonstrate the need for refined theoretical work that incorporates the granularity of specific workplace tasks and skills. For example, how would the advent of new technology that performs a specific workplace skill change the skill network? And how does the relative cost of capital equipment play into decisions to retrain workers or purchase software or hardware? Answering these types of questions requires knowledge of other mechanisms, such as demand elasticity or capital availability, in addition to knowledge about the skill’s location in the skill network. Nevertheless, we hope that our framework inspires further investigation into how skill structure dynamics interact with economic equilibrium dynamics studied in traditional models.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/7/eaao6030/DC1
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Section S2. Skill complementarity propensities and clusters
Section S3. How educational requirements relate to skill requirements for occupations
Section S4. Validating skill polarization
Section S5. Projecting urban workforces onto the Skillscape
Section S6. Predicting economic well-being with sociocognitive skills
Section S7. Using Skillscape proximity to predict labor dynamics
Fig. S1. Transforming raw O*NET data with RCA.
Fig. S2. Distribution of aggregate skill importance by summing the raw O*NET values of each occupation.
Fig. S3. A comparison of the raw O*NET data (left column) and the resulting Skillscape matrix (right column) for 2010, 2013, and 2015.
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